Its usual charming self, the Channel played host last Thursday to an exemplary collection of Boston bands all of whom are on the local Modern Method label. I missed the Outlets due to slow hitchhiking, but at this point they hardly need my recommendation. The Future Dads, fronted by local hero Richie Parsons, turned in their tightest show to date, moving away from initial problems with excessive seriousness (beds, a band with a song like "Art Must Go" deserves a place in your heart). Over to the avant-garde frontiers with Soliome and the Somebodies, who offered a subtle collection of modern rhythms, led by Tristan Loux's and Robbie Davis's dynamic vocalization. Most of the crowd came, understandably, for Boys' Life, who even did us the favor of throwing their instruments at each other and punching in the ceiling, as well as ripping through their big hits. Of course, Boys' Life could just stand there and lots of us would be happy, but they play fast, too.

Filed my nails during Pastiche, who seem to be cornering the market on a particularly nasty brand of show-business flash, and missed the Young Snakes, but in between, Bound and Gagged did their thing to great audience enthusiasm: jarring rhythms, querulous and exciting singing, and a guest sax solo by one of the Saude Cowboys. This is a pretty kool town, n'est-ce pas? Sherna

Booz. Allen & Hamilton is seeking strong research and analytic talent to work as Research Associates.

These positions are for a two to three year period and are ideally suited for the individual who is seeking deferred admission to top MBA schools.

Successful candidates will possess a B.A. or B.S. degree in economics, mathematics, engineering or other quantitative fields. They will participate in data gathering and analysis in support of consulting teams. There is excellent opportunity for executive exposure and a first hand view of the consulting environment.

Representatives of the firm will be on-campus March 4, and all qualified students should sign-up as soon as possible.
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